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Abstract: As a direct result of the changeable market conditions, manufacturing companies are currently shifting their focus from goods to services. Given this process of servitization, customer's needs and preferences are becoming more and more relevant for companies. In this context, it becomes strategic and essential for companies to adopt a customer centricity approach: a strategy that puts customer needs at the center of all business processes and decisions. This paper aims to develop a new framework that identifies the elements characterizing the customer centricity paradigm in manufacturing companies and supports companies in the evaluation of the customer orientation level. Moreover, by applying the new framework in practice, this paper also discusses how it can help manufacturing companies in designing a structured customer centricity paradigm and in consistently identifying the actions needed to implement it.
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1. Introduction

Markets are becoming extremely competitive and turbulent, and are continuously changing (Neu; Brown, 2005). In this context, manufacturing companies can no longer rely on the traditional product-focused business models, whose competitive dimensions are time, cost, quality or flexibility (Dimache; Roche, 2013). It is not surprising therefore that, also in the capital goods sector, manufacturers are moving from product-centric offerings to services and solutions (Adrodegari and Saccani, 2017), enabling new sustainable competitive advantages (Neely, 2008). Moreover, to provide solutions that increasingly fit new and complex customers’ needs, companies have started to modify their organizational structures, trying to become more aware and sensitive to their customers, developing a new "customer centric approach" (Gebauer et al., 2011). Literature reports several examples of companies that successfully implemented a customer-centric strategy. In particular, several studies show how the implementation of a greater customer focus can give companies new advantages in terms of increased sales, customer retention rates and profit (Fader 2012). Despite this, few methods and tools have been developed and presented in literature, to support companies in developing a structured customer centricity strategy. This is even truer in the capital goods, where companies are traditionally focused on product design and production. As a consequence, although these companies recognize the need to become more customer-centric, several studies report that few of them have really understood in practice how to develop a customer centric approach (Galbraith, 2005; Shah et al., 2006). Thus, in order to fill this gap, this paper aims to develop a new framework that (i) identifies the elements characterizing the customer centricity strategy in manufacturing companies and (ii) supports companies in assessing their current customer orientation level. Moreover, by applying the framework in practice, this paper also discusses (iii) how the proposed framework can support manufacturing companies in designing a concrete customer-centric strategy by identifying, planning and deploying the actions needed to implement it.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section sets the background of this study. Section 3 describes the research methodology while section 4 provides the new customer centricity framework. Then, the main evidences of the application of this framework to six manufacturing companies are reported in section 5. Finally, section 6 draws some conclusive remarks.

2. Theoretical background

Although customer centricity has only recently been embraced by the business community, this concept has already been studied and analysed in the last century (Shah, et al., 2006). Only from the mid-1980s, however, the concept of customer centricity began to grow in importance in the scientific community, and several authors started reporting definitions with different facets of meaning. Wernerfelt, in 1984, affirmed that customer centricity helps companies and customers to co-create knowledge on needs and preferences. More recently, Matsuno and Mentzer (2000) added to this vision the importance of capturing and using information about customer needs. Then, over the year, the customer centricity concept has evolved and has been seen as an opportunity for companies to create a competitive advantage based on increasing customer satisfaction (Shah, et al., 2006). Recently, in 2012 Fader defined customer centricity as a business strategy: “Customer centricity is a strategy that aligns a company’s development and delivery of its products and services with the current and future needs of a select set of customers in order to maximize their long-term...
financial value” (Fader, 2012). Loshin and Reifer (2013) give a further definition that clarifies the customer centricity goals: “The customer centricity represents a set of strategies that places the customer at the centre of an organization’s operations [...] and intended to help companies to better understand who their customers are, what they want, and how they can best benefit symbiotically”. Considering and blending all these definitions, we can define the customer centricity as a corporate approach able of aligning the design, product and service development, and distribution with the customer needs, in order to build an enduring relationship and to improve the company performance.

Hence, customer centricity is based on the idea that customer needs “come first”, i.e. the company should put all its effort into troubleshooting its customers and creating a product of value for the customer itself. Following this line of reasoning, a company can be defined as customer centric if it properly integrates the customer experience program throughout its organization (Hayes, 2013): this integration has many forms, but the underlying idea is that the knowledge and importance of the client must be shared and communicated extensively throughout the company. This also means that customer centric companies use customer feedback and customer satisfaction metrics to build their decision-making and incentive their programs (Manning, et al., 2012).

Over the years, the customer centricity approach has been generally discussed and explained to the managerial community in comparison with the traditional product centricity approach (e.g. Galbraith, 2005; Shah, et al., 2006). In particular, compared to the traditional model, the adoption of a customer centric approach, provides a series of important benefits that can enable new sustainable competitive advantages based on (Gumesson, 2008; Loshin, Reifer, 2013; Shah, et al., 2006; Galbraith, 2005): the development of new trust relationship; a better comprehension of customer needs; an increased customer experience and customer loyalty; an improvement in customer relationship management; a performance improvement in terms of productivity, profit and market share; and decreased sensibility of clients to prices.

At the same time, literature also recognized many challenges related to the development of a customer-centric approach, such as (Gumesson, 2008; Loshin, Reifer, 2013; Shah, et al., 2006; Galbraith, 2005): difficulties in developing an efficient collaboration with the client; cultural issues; necessity of specific investment and training courses; necessity of a reorganization of the company structure; difficulties in collecting data; issues in defining the KPI referred to external aspects as client satisfaction (qualitative and subjective measurement); need of tools to measure how the customer orientation affects the organization performance.

As a matter of fact, the transition from a product-centric approach to a customer-centric one, is very complex as it involves a radical change in many aspects of the company (Galbraith, 2005; Shah, et al., 2006). It is not surprising therefore that, although literature recognizes the importance of a customer-centric approach in today’s competitive market, several studies also reports that few companies have really understood in practice how to develop a customer centricity approach. This is also due to the fact that little attention has been devoted in literature to the description and formalization of specific customer-centricity frameworks and even fewer works are currently offering tools or methods that can be used by companies.

3. Research process and method

The research process was structured in two steps: 1) the development of the customer centricity framework, based on the existing literature analysis, and 2) the application of this framework to an empirical case, which allowed to both refine it and assess its managerial usefulness. This process (Figure 1) is described in the following sections.

![Figure 1 The main activities of the research process](image)

3.1 Conceptual development

In order to develop the framework proposed in this paper, a critical analysis of the literature related to the customer-centricity and similar topics (such as customer experience and customer relationship management) was necessary. This process has been carried out using an approach that is commonly employed when a relevant research is spread across a number of different literature streams (e.g. Rapaccini; Visintin, 2015; Adrodegari et al., 2017). The analysis started with recently published reviews in the marketing and operations management fields (e.g. Galbraith, 2005; Shah, et al., 2006; Lamberti, 2013; Loshin; Reifer, 2013) using keywords such as: customer centricity, customer experience, customer relationship management, customer satisfaction, customer retention; combined with other keywords such as: maturity model, measurement, framework. Afterwards, the most cited papers have been read and their most relevant references evaluated. Moreover, in order to gain a first insight into the current knowledge on the specific topic of this research, the research focused on papers that propose or adopt a structured model for developing or evaluating the customer centricity.

In 2005, Galbraith proposed The customer centric organization model, an organization model that describes, using five dimensions and 13 variables, how to be a customer centric company making comparisons with a product centric one. Then, in 2010, Sohrabi et al., formulated the Customer Relationship Management Maturity Model, composed of nine critical factors for the CRM analysis. Each factor is operationalized by a set of 22 items and each item is evaluated through 6 levels of maturity. Afterwards, Hechtkopf (2012) proposed the Customer centricity framework, that analyses different areas of a company with
a set of questions and evaluates each of these answers with a score scale. In 2012, a Customer Experience Management Model and a Model for Customer Relationship Management implementation were proposed. The first one provided a set of features that the company must have to be customer oriented (Manning et al., 2012). The second model is structured in nine big groups of critical factors, that represent the different transformation areas to approach the customer relationship management (Vazifehdust et al., 2012). Hollander et al. (2013) developed a Customer Centric Maturity Model with ten organizational areas, characterized by five stages of maturity. Finally, Burn (2016) proposed The Customer Experience Management Maturity Model, an articulated model that includes 30 practices organized into six competencies of customer experience management. Each competency is composed of a set of practices that defines the “current state” of the company regarding the customer experience management.

Through this literature analysis, a first version of the customer centricity framework was developed. The framework is structured in two levels: the first level consists of five dimensions that can accurately describe the organization; the second level specifies the first level dimensions through a specific set of variables. To derive these variables, we first analysed the relevant elements addressed by the selected similar models (see Sections 3.1). At the same time, as a systematization of the current knowledge on the topic could not rely only on the sources adopting a model-based approach, we also searched for relevant literature that deals with each customer centricity and related topics, such as: customer experience, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, customer retention, customer lifetime value, customer relationship management and, obviously, customer centricity. Afterwards, the research was restricted adopting other keywords, to better delimit the context of our interest, such as industries, manufacturing, machinery and capital. Then, in order to supply an objective measure of the customer orientation of the company, the framework considers, for each variable of each dimension, three different levels of customer centricity: high customer orientation level; medium customer orientation level; and low customer orientation level. These levels allow a company to evaluate each business variable and to give a macro-indication of its level of customer centricity, useful also for comparison with other organizations. Then, each of these levels has been defined specifically for each variable of the framework.

3.2 Empirical application

The framework has been applied in six manufacturing companies, in order to test its comprehensiveness and managerial applicability. All of these companies had the objectives of increasing customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, customer experience and customer intimacy. They also desired to spread a customer-oriented culture among all employees and to understand and implement tools and practices for managing customer information. Finally, all the companies interviewed want to improve KPIs related to customer centric strategy, such as customer satisfaction rate, customer retention rate, customer life value, and so on.

In order to enhance the reliability and validity of the data collection and elaboration activities (Voss, et al., 2002), a specific research protocol has been designed. Following the suggestion by Yin (2009), the developed protocol, is composed of five main steps, namely: 1) define and design, where we analysed literature; defined the research objectives, the sample of our analysis, and the main tools used for the collecting and analysing data; 2) data preparation, where we built a database to map information from companies’ interviews; 3) data collection, that consist of a preliminary questionnaire and two series of inter-view in each company; 4) data analysis both with a single case analysis and cross-case analysis; 5) data elaboration and benchmarking results and preparation of reports.

Moreover, specific tools have been developed in order to support the Data collection phase of the research, as a preliminary questionnaire used to gather useful information about the companies (corporate data; customer segmentation; product segmentation; services portfolio; business processes; and informative system); a second questionnaire, helpful in defining the area of analysis (selection of strategic customer segments for the company and its products) and the customer’s lifecycle phases and a third questionnaire useful to map in detail each customer’s lifecycle phase in terms of activities, involved resources, practices and tools for collecting, analysing, sharing and disseminating data, and indicators for measuring performance.

4 Customer centricity framework

4.1 Customer centricity framework structure

The Figure 2 summarises the two-level hierarchical framework. In fact, as mentioned above, the proposed customer centricity framework is structured in two levels: the first level uses five dimensions that are commonly used in literature to describe the organization (Galbraith, 2005; Sohrabi, et al., 2010). These dimensions are: strategy, processes, resources, technologies and performance.

The second level operationalize the first level dimensions through a set of 34 variables derived from literature, that correspond to the most relevant aspects that need be characterized in order to describe and evaluate the customer centricity in manufacturing companies.

![Customer centricity framework](image-url)
In addition, model variables belonging to resources, processes, technologies, and performances dimensions are investigated along the different stages of the customer's lifecycle (Deloitte, 2012). This allows assessing the different phases of interaction with the customer. The customer's lifecycle phases have been identified from the literature and adapted to the context of our project. The main phases can be defined as: needs assessment; research; evaluation/selection; acquisition; product installation; utilization; maintenance; end of life.

4.2 Level I: Dimensions

The five dimensions of the model have been selected based on similar works found in the literature, in order to cover entirely all the organizational areas of a company. On one hand, from the literature emerged that some models are focused only on certain areas, neglecting others of relevant importance. As an example, Burns, 2016, and Manning, et al. 2012, do not investigate aspects such as resources involved and technologies to be used. Galbraith, 2005, proposes CRM to manage customer relations but does not deal with the technologies that can support the whole organization in a customer-oriented way; Hechtkopf, 2011, and Vazifehdust, et al., 2012, do not handle processes and procedures to be implemented in the company.

On the other hand, other authors propose many "areas of inquiry", that sometimes are not distinguishable and partially overlap, resulting in a more complex model (e.g. Sohrabi, et al., 2010; Hollander, et al., 2013). For these reasons, five dimensions have been chosen to represent an organization as simply but as accurately as possible. These dimensions are: 1. Strategy: this dimension investigates the strategic choices that characterize an organization. In particular, all the aspects that define the strategic plan of a company are analysed (Galbraith, 2005; Sohrabi, et al., 2010; Manning, et al. 2012; Hollander, et al., 2013; Burns, 2016). 2. Resources: this dimension investigates all the resources that directly or indirectly interact with the customer and that result useful in collecting information. In addition, the level of customer control, the skills and competences of the resources involved in the interaction and the decision-making autonomy delegated to the frontline, are examined during the different phases of the customer's lifecycle (Galbraith, 2005; Sohrabi, et al., 2010; Hollander, et al., 2013). 3. Processes: this dimension explores the main activities and processes of the company. Also, all the procedures, whether they are in a formalized form or not, leading business activities and customer interactions, and managing the information from customers are analysed (Galbraith, 2005; Sohrabi, et al., 2010; Hollander, et al., 2013). 4. Technologies: this dimension identifies all tools and information systems used by the company to collect customer information, analyse and streamline the data, share the results within the company itself and issue information to its customers (Sohrabi, et al., 2010; Hechtkopf, 2011; Vazifehdust, et al., 2012; Hollander, et al., 2013). 5. Performance: in this dimension, the performance indicators related to the customer's lifecycle and its specific phases are analysed (Galbraith, 2005; Sohrabi, et al., 2010; Manning, et al. 2012; Burns, 2016).

4.3 Level II: variables

As mentioned above, each of the dimensions introduced has been operationalized through a set of variables derived from the literature, in order to evaluate the customer orientation of manufacturing companies. The selected variables are briefly described in the remainder of this Section for each dimension.

Starting from the Strategy dimension, one of the first important aspect to investigate are the different segmentation-criteria for customers and products, employed and shared within the company (Kocoure, et al., 2004; Galbraith, 2005; Hollander, et al., 2013), the type of relationship with the customer, in terms of duration and degree of formalization, and the business functions that interact with them (Shah, et al., 2006; Hechtkopf, 2011). Then, it is important to know the figures dedicated to the customers, e.g. key account manager, and also the figures dedicated to the products, such as Product manager or Product specialist (Shah, et al., 2006). The dimension investigates also the management involvement in troubleshooting customer problems and the ability of the company to communicate closeness to the clients (Ross, 2009; Hayes, 2013; He, et al., 2015); the methods characterizing the selection process of the internal staff and the partners, who will manage relationship with the customers (Ross, 2009) and the training of the whole staff involved, in any way, with the customer (Galbraith, 2005); and the incentive systems used to stimulate business staff to exhibit a customer-oriented behaviour (Galbraith, 2005; Hechtkopf, 2011; Hayes, 2013). Finally, some variables investigate how the company manages customer experience (Hechtkopf, 2011; Hayes, 2013; Ukko; Pekkola, 2015), how it performs corrective and improving actions (Ukko; Pekkola, 2015), how it monitors the customer throughout the whole lifecycle (Shah, et al., 2006) and how it designs products and services tailored to customer needs (Day, 2000; Kocoure, et al., 2004; He, et al., 2015).

The other four dimensions, instead, are analysed along the customer's lifecycle, providing details about each single phase. The Resource dimension investigates: the main capabilities and skills of the resources involved in the various phases of the customer lifecycle (Galbraith 2005; Hayes, 2013); their level of customer control (Gebauer et al., 2011) and the main channels through which data is collected along the lifecycle (Ross, 2009; Loshin; Reifer, 2013; Ukko; Pekkola 2015). In the Processes, the main activities of the various phases (Manning, et al. 2012) and the formalization of the different business procedures are investigated (Kocoure, et al., 2004). Then, the dimension collects information on business practices useful for data collection, analyse collected data, share them within the company, and spread them outward, providing the customer with the power to access certain corporate information (Galbraith, 2005; Ross, 2009; Loshin; Reifer, 2013). The Technologies dimension investigates the ICT tools used in the company to collect, analyse, share, and issue customer information throughout the lifecycle.
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The objective of the cross-case analysis is twofold: on one
hand, it is useful to test the validity of the proposed
framework; on the other hand, starting from the best
business practices, it is possible to provide some
improvement points that will provide concretely help to
manufacturing companies that pursue a customer
centricity strategy.

For each case study analysed, all the variables have been
evaluated based on the information collected during the
interviews, using the levels reported in the customer
orientation model (see Section 3.1). The results are shown
in the two Sections below: the first Section performs the
strategic dimension analysis; the second one shows the
results of companies, in the remaining dimensions of the
framework, throughout the customer lifecycle perspective.

5.1 Strategy: main evidences
The strategic dimension variables define cross-sectional
aspects of the organization and how these aspects take in
consideration the customers’ perspective and needs.
Overall, the evaluation of the strategy dimensions shows
that the sample of companies under analysis is positioned
in an intermediate level of customer orientation.

In Figure 4 it is shown the trend of the individual
companies within the sample throughout the different
lifecycle phases and the average case trend, obtained
combining the mean values of the single companies at
each phase. In particular, the graph returns two important
results:
• The orientation of individual companies at each
  phase of the customer’s lifecycle;
• Average sample orientation along the customer’s
  lifecycle.

![Figure 3 Sample orientation in the strategy dimension](image)

More in detail, the classification of customers variable
represents one of the more critical aspect: in fact,
companies rarely use life-cycle segmentation criteria (e.g.
Customer Lifetime Value or customer satisfaction) or,
more in general, customer-oriented criteria (e.g. a
classification of loyal customers). In addition, there is
generally no sharing of such customer segmentation
criteria within the company. Another critical variable, is
the management of the customer experience that is extremely
critical in almost all the companies under analysis: there is
often a low customer satisfaction, as well as a system of
analysis and re-processing of customer satisfaction data
and the development of corrective actions, outcomes of
the results obtained. It is very common for the companies
to not have a figure responsible of collecting feedback
efficiently. Often, companies do not collect this information
because they do not define control points of the client
status along its while lifecycle, but only in few phases (e.g.
ofen companies lose customer control when the product
warranty is over). Finally, another critical issue that
emphasizes the lack of a customer orientation strategy,
regards the incentive systems present in the companies of
the sample. These systems, when are present, are not related
in any way to the feedback received from customers on
the services provided (e.g. received assistance, installation
service, etc).

5.2 Customer lifecycle: main evidences
In Figure 4 it is shown the trend of the individual
companies within the sample throughout the different
lifecycle phases and the average case trend, obtained
combining the mean values of the single companies at
each phase. In particular, the graph returns two important
results:

- The orientation of individual companies at each
  phase of the customer’s lifecycle;
- Average sample orientation along the customer’s
  lifecycle.

![Figure 4 Sample orientation along the customer’s lifecycle](image)

From the orientation of individual companies, it is
possible to evaluate in which phases the single company
better meet the customer’s need and demands, namely
phases with a high customer centricity level; and in which
phases company needs serious improvements in order to
increase their level of customer orientation. However,
from the average sample orientation, it is possible to give
evidence of the undeveloped phases in terms of customer
orientation. In particular, the graph shows that in the first
two phases of the customer’s lifecycle (Needs assessment and
Research), the level of customer centricity is very low. In
these phases, in fact, sample companies showed: a low
level of processes’ and procedures’ formalization; a low level of
customer control; the lack of adequate channels for collecting
customer information and satisfaction; the lack of
formalized and structured practices for analysing, sharing and
disseminating data; the lack of proper measurement of
performance and their sharing at company level. Finally,
another important issue, that emerged from the
interviews, regards the End of life phase which, in all the
companies of the sample, is still underdeveloped in terms of
activities, processes, procedures and dedicated resources.
5.3 Practical guidelines

Despite the critical issues outlined above, the analysis carried out on the sample has also highlighted some best practices already employed in the companies that can represent tips for manufacturing companies that aims to increase the level of customer orientation. Thus, starting from these evidences along with the literature analysis and examples, the managerial reports and our expertise as researcher, we derive a list of practical guidelines (Table 1) that can help companies in implementing a customer centricity strategy.

Table 1 Guidelines for customer centricity implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Development of segmentation-criteria customer-oriented or based upon the customer lifecycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sharing, among the different functions within the company, of a segmentation criteria customer oriented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Active contribution of the client during the design phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Active contribution of the client during the design phase (co-design).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of formalized contracts for service (e.g. contracts based on performance and usage).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creation of a multifunctional team dedicated to a certain segment of customers, its satisfaction and to provide a long-lasting relationship between the company and the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of advanced outcome model (e.g. pay per use or pay per performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proactive attitude of the management with respect to the clients (e.g. customer support while defining the solution; visits proactively to the customer; etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establish a figure in charge of collecting and processing customer feedback systematically, making it visible and comprehensible to the company’s members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of incentive systems related to the feedback received from customers (e.g. satisfaction on the service received).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Definition of contracts regarding helpdesk services to promote a continuous relationship with the clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of customer-oriented channels to collect information (e.g. dedicated phone line, satisfaction questionnaire, software for remote monitoring.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Development of formalized practices for the periodical data analysis (e.g. Periodical company meetings)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Utilization of tools to carry out complex cross analysis of the information received from the data collection, in order to provide outcomes useful to support the management decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of appropriate tools for information sharing between company members (e.g. Internal portal, interactive pages, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of dedicated tools for the spread of data outside the company (e.g. Web channel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Development of key performance indicators based on the relationship built with the client (e.g. client response time; mapping of loss causes; delivery time of spare pieces; customer loyalty, client satisfaction indicator; purchase opportunities; etc.).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

In this paper, starting from the existing literature on the subject, a framework made up of 34 variables is developed. This framework is capable of defining customer centricity concept in manufacturing companies (see Section 4). Moreover, in order to provide companies an objective measure of their customer orientation level, for each variable, three “customer centricity levels”, retrieved from the literature and integrated with empirical evidences observed during the application of the framework on the sample (see Section 3.1 and Section 3), have been defined.

Finally, a further contribution of this work is represented by the guidelines (see Section 5.3), useful to implement the customer centricity in manufacturing companies. Therefore, these guidelines represent a significant practical contribution of this paper, as they represent a concrete support to companies which are increasingly adopting a customer centricity approach within their organization.

To sum up, the tools developed to support the use of the framework and the customer centricity framework itself, can be used by companies to analyse their critical issues in a customer orientation perspective. Managers can also follow the suggested guidelines in order to improve the customer orientation level of their company and consolidate the relationships with their customers.

Nevertheless, this study comes with limitations, some of which offer fruitful avenues for research. In the first place, the extension of the empirical research to different sectors would allow to generalize what has been discovered in this work. In the second place, after verifying the adoption of the guidelines by the companies, is possible to validate the suggestions and integrate them with other best practices. Finally, investigating the reactions and satisfaction among the customer, of new, more customer-centric, business practices, can be helpful for further corrections and improvements.
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